
Trio Revolution, a Viennese-based flute, cello, and piano trio, embodies a distinctive fusion of
contrasting yet symbiotic personalities united by a shared musical vision and an unwavering
dedication to their craft. This dynamic ensemble presents an innovative approach to
performance, evident in their diverse repertoire that challenges traditional norms and introduces
a new era in chamber music programming.

Their latest CD, “Unconventional Journey”, was nominated for the OPUS Klassik award for the
Best Chamber Music Recording of the Year 2024 and the Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik
(German Record Critics Award). The album has been hailed as “a real discovery in the realm of
chamber music” by BremenZwei Radio and praised for its elegant brilliance and ability to
traverse various musical styles by Kultur Tipp's Frank von Niederhäusern.

Comprised of Temo Kharshiladze on flute, Sandro Sidamonidze on cello, and Ketevan
Sepashvili on piano, Trio Revolution transcends their Georgian origins to captivate audiences
worldwide. Their remarkable journey commenced with a highly acclaimed debut concert at the
prestigious Wiener Musikverein concert hall in Austria. Since 2019, the trio has found their
artistic home at the European Center for Classical Music in Vienna, where they actively engage
in rehearsals and participate in various chamber music concerts and projects throughout Austria
and Europe.

At the heart of Trio Revolution lies an unwavering commitment to pushing boundaries and
embracing innovative interpretations. Their remarkable synthesis of musical virtuosity and
profound unity creates a captivating experience for listeners, weaving a rich tapestry of emotions
with each meticulously crafted note. With relentless dedication to their craft, the trio
continuously explores uncharted sonic territories, breathing new life into the timeless tradition of
chamber music.

Critics have lauded their interpretive prowess and artistic control, with Klassik Heute’s Dr.
Matthias Thiemel noting their “highest degree of artistic control” and Spanish Magazine Ritmo
Blanca Gallego awarding them five stars for their ability to showcase diverse styles and
overwhelming interpretive prowess. Their interpretations have been described as “intense and
highly differentiated” by Concerti’s Ecki Ramón Weber, while American Record Guide’s Todd
Gorman commended their exploration of a range of styles with “gusto and supreme accuracy.”

As Trio Revolution graces renowned stages across the globe, their artistry transcends borders,
enchanting audiences with their magnetic performances. They embody a bridge between
tradition and innovation, fostering an atmosphere where musical conventions are reimagined,
and the horizons of expression are expanded. WDR 3’s Ulrike Langer highlighted their varied
and finely played debut CD as a testament to their versatility and skill.



Step into the captivating world of Trio Revolution and experience the mesmerizing interplay of
flute, cello, and piano. Allow their virtuosity to transport you to new realms, where
professionalism converges with artistic brilliance, and the transformative power of music takes
center stage.


